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o  data	variety	
o  truth	
o  mathema-cal	reality	
o  correla-on	
o  privacy	
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“Such accelerations 
would shrink  

the alleged 4.5 billion 
year radioisotope  

age of the earth down 
to the 6,000 years  

that a straightforward 
reading of the  

Bible gives”  







Effect	on	PPV	of	prevalence	on	a	test	with		
sensi-vity	of		99	%	and	specificity	of	95	%		

		 Prevalence	 1%	 10%	 20%	
a	 #	persons	in	popula-on	 1,000	 1,000	 1,000	
b	 With	condi-on	 10	 100	 200	
c	 Without	condi-on	 990	 900	 800	
d	 True	posi-ve	(b	x	0.99)		 10	 99	 198	
e	 False	posi-ve	(c	x	(1-0.95))		 50	 45	 40	
f	 Total	posi-ve	(d	+	e)		 60	 144	 238	
		 PPV	(d	/	f)		 17%	 69%	 83%	

Chan	Shah:	Public	health	and	preven-ve	medicine	in	Canada.		
Elsevier,	Canada,	2003	







In the early 1980s, a fifth component was 
added to these four "classic" bases, called 
methyl-cytosine (mC), which is derived from 
cytosine. Then, in the late 1990s, mC was 
recognized as the main cause of epigenetic 
mechanisms. Meaning, it can switch genes on 
or off depending on the physiological needs of 
each tissue. 
 
In recent years, researchers have studied this 
fifth DNA base in more detail because it seems 
alterations in the mC base contribute to the 
development of many human diseases, 
including cancer. 
 
Now, according to new findings published in 
the journal Cell, a sixth possible DNA base 
may also exist. Called methyl-adenine (mA), 
this potential DNA base may also help 
determine the epigenome and would therefore 
be key in the life of the cells. 



•  natural language 
•  hypothesis generation 
•  learning systems 
•  predictive systems 









https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxAxRCv9WoA 
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Regional	cluster	



Encompass	all	data,	a	new	paradigm	of	approaching	evidence	
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Big Data = all data 

Quality cannot be improved, deal with what you have 

Data is flowing without stop, needs realtime analytics 

Unstructured	
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global	science	and	individual	data	

	
Value		for	me	

Personalized	medicine	
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Science	needed	to	ac-vate	phenotype	data	

Building	ac-onable	data	pipelines	



Prediction is a difficult art, especially about the future.     Niels Bohr 




